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Introduction: Antidepressants are one of the main treatment
approaches for depression, and previous evidence suggests that con-
sideration of patient preferences can improve their adherence to
medication regimens. The objective was, therefore, to evaluate the
preferences of depressed and depression-prone groups in China with
respect to antidepressant medications.
Methods: An online survey with best-worst scaling choices was
administered in depressed and depression-prone patients. The bal-
anced independent block design generated 13 choice task profiles for
each participant to answer, with each choice set consisting of four
alternatives out of 13 antidepressant-specific attributes. Count ana-
lysis and a conditional logit model were used to estimate the relative
importance of the 13 attributes and preference heterogeneity.
Results: The analytical sample included 210 participants, comprising
49 individuals who had previous experience with depression and
161 who were depression prone. Participants in both groups pre-
ferred medications with a low risk of liver or kidney damage, head-
ache or dizziness, and recurrence. There were significant differences
in both groups regarding out-of-pocket costs and duration of medi-
cation. The K-means clustering further proved preference hetero-
geneity among the patients.
Conclusions: Our study revealed patient preferences for antidepres-
santmedication choices in China. Healthcare decisionmakers should
consider and discuss patient preferences in the treatment decision-
making process to improve patient adherence to and satisfaction with
medications, and to ultimately improve patient outcomes.
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Introduction: Policy makers are keen to introduce cost containment
measures in medicine spending due to aging populations and fiscal
pressure. A major price reform was applied to the Australian
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) in 2014. This aimed to stimu-
late price reductions by increasing competition among generics,
amidst growing evidence at the time of unnecessarily high generic

medicine prices in Australia. The aim of this study was to estimate the
effect of patent expiration and generic competition on drug prices,
while controlling for other determinants of drug prices in Australia.
Methods: A dataset from publicly available sources was constructed
using monthly data on the price of drugs listed on the PBS from
October 2014 to July 2022. The information included the generic
drug name, item code, date, approved ex-manufacturer price, dis-
pensed price per maximum quantity, and brand names. This was
supplemented with monthly government spending and number of
prescriptions filled per item code. A fixed effects regression model
was used to estimate the effect of patent expiration and generic
competition on dispensed drug prices.
Results: The model estimated that introducing generics in Australia
led to an 18 percent decrease in prices, excluding further decreases
resulting from other controlled variables. The price elasticity of total
prescriptions filled was estimated to be -0.6, suggesting that a one
percent increase in prescriptions filled resulted in drug prices being
lowered by 0.6 percent. This reflects the fact that, on average, firms
reacted by reducing prices to increase market share when faced with
an increase in quantity demanded. Each extra competitor was esti-
mated to result in a reduction in prices of roughly 1.8 percent.
Conclusions: These results show that entry of generics into the
Australian pharmaceutical market resulted in a significant reduction
in drug prices. However, this alone does not provide empirical
support for the effectiveness of these price reforms in generating
savings by inducing generic competition, especially over other forms
of pharmaceutical regulation.
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Introduction:Most drugs have data only from clinical trials focused
on a specific population at the time of first registration, so their
indications for use are restricted to this population. In Brazil, the
prices of new drugs for clinical conditions with no therapeutic
alternatives are relatively high. When these drugs expand to other
indications their prices are not reviewed, which can have a major
financial impact. This study aimed to evaluate the financial impact of
expanding the indication for trastuzumab deruxtecan.
Methods:We calculated the annual cost to treat all Brazilian patients
with the indications listed for trastuzumab deruxtecan at first regis-
tration, and then all additional indications. Populations were esti-
mated from epidemiological data from National Committee for
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